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STAFFING: FLEXIBLE FIRM CULTURE
F
or three years straight, CPAs in public practice have ranked “finding and 
retaining qualified staff” number one on their list of important practice 
management issues (see results of the AICPA/MAP committee poll on 
page 3). CPA firm owners across the United States find the staffing situation has 
deteriorated over the last five years; many expect the problem to get worse 
before it improves. To encourage “the best and the brightest” to join or to 
remain at CPA firms, partners are providing staff with incentives such as 
employee stock ownership plans, flexible work arrangements and generous 
benefits packages. These incentives are not new to U.S. companies, but they 
are relatively new to the profession. Clearly, CPA firm partners are reconsider­
ing their traditions—the so-called rites of passage they themselves endured to 
become partners—in order to keep young talented employees who are less 
interested in climbing the professional ladder than in how much time they have 
to enjoy life outside the office.
Ellen J. Feaver is a partner of Anderson ZurMuehlen & Co. in Helena, 
Montana. The firm is known nationwide for its management techniques and its 
long-term strategy. Mrs. Feaver believes that to hold onto talented personnel, 
firm partners must ask not what the staff can do for the firm but what the firm 
can do for the staff. The following is a speech she gave at a recent AICPA/PCPS 
conference that outlines how Anderson ZurMuehlen has successfully attracted 
the best employees by ensuring that its firm culture remains flexible. Perhaps 
some of her ideas can work for you.
CPA firms' true resource
People are what CPA firms are all about. My firm hires its staffers from very 
diverse backgrounds—depending on which niche they will help us develop. 
For example, we hired some CPAs for our human resource and employee ben­
efits practice, but many of the new employees are actuaries. We also hire con­
sultants with expertise in computer hardware and software, as well as mar-
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keters, investment experts and CPAs who do real estate 
management. In addition, we hire people from industry, 
many of whom have never billed by the hour for their 
time, so the firm will have more industry-specific experts. 
Because the firm is a healthy mix of different personali­
ties, partners understand we must meet the varied needs 
of the staff. We have to do things differently than what we 
experienced to attract new employees and to create an 
environment where people want to work and where they 
will agree to stay. And we have to think differently if we’re 
going to have a good fit with them.
When I started working 30 years 
ago in Washington, D.C., I had tradi­
tional expectations about what I 
was to be even though I wasn’t a 
very “traditional” employee. As the 
first female in an office of 250 men, 
I experienced the lack of diversity 
first hand. Even so, I was willing to 
make the sacrifices necessary to get 
ahead, following that partnership 
carrot held out in front of all of us.
That’s not the way it’s done anymore. A lot of people 
we hire expect much more for themselves. Lifestyle is 
much more of a major issue than it was 30, 20, 10 and 
even 5 years ago. Our staff members want leisure time, 
family time and special work arrangements.
Many of our new hires want job sharing or part-time 
work, arrangements that fit perfectly with some of our 
business niches. We hire CPA attorneys or CPAs with spe­
cific expertise whenever we have work for them. And 
they’re happy with the arrangement. For example, there 
always are opportunities during tax season for part-time 
work. But even though our hiring policy is flexible, our 
human resources policies and compensation packages 
don’t automatically fit each staff member’s needs—we 
have to work at that.
As the practice office manager for our largest office, I 
found that some of the toughest personnel issues were 
with staff who were young mothers. We wanted to both 
respond to their immediate needs and also fill our long­
Our staff members 
want leisure time, 
family time and special 
work arrangements.
term goals of having them return to work full-time when 
their children were older.
At one point, a partner asked to take an extended leave 
of absence to spend time with his daughter while she 
was studying in France. It so happened that he was a 
valuable member of the firm—an expert in litigation sup­
port and business valuation. To keep him, we needed to 
accommodate his request. In working this out, the part­
ners were forced to acknowledge that we were each 
going to have times in our lives when we might need to 
be accommodated by the firm. All 
CPA firm managers need to be sen­
sitive to their staffs’ needs if they 
want to keep their talent. Our firms 
can survive and thrive in the next 
millennium if we are flexible.
Our profession traditionally has 
been less tolerant of males who 
need to take care of their personal 
lives, but it no longer is rare that 
young fathers want time off to 
spend with their children. With so 
many women in the workforce, dads often have to stay 
home when their children are sick, or they have to leave 
early because they have to pick children up from day 
care. Our firms can’t succeed if we don’t recognize the 
changes in the work environment and the young people 
entering the work force.
Make your own hours
Offering flexible work hours to our employees has been 
the number one reason why we have been able to attract 
and keep talent. We ask our employees annually to write 
a commitment letter listing the goals they will achieve 
that year and to develop a work plan. The commitment 
doesn’t have to change too radically from year to year. 
Everyone has a mentor or a coach, and if we find an 
employee is having difficulty meeting his or her commit­
ments, we provide more coaching. People come and go as 
they wish. They may take a few days off during the week 
to go skiing and then work Saturday and Sunday. It really 
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is up to them as long as they meet their commitments.
Our staff surveys reaffirm consistently that one of the 
best parts of working for the firm is the flexible work 
hours. Of course, not everyone can enjoy this flexibility. 
Someone has to be in the office to answer the phones— 
although we do have part-time receptionists, so that job, 
too, is shared by a good many people.
Alternative pay structures
Not everyone wants the same kinds of employment risks. 
Some want a fixed salary, others want to receive commis­
sions or incentive pay. I work with a young father whose 
wife doesn’t work; he has a low tolerance for risk. Others 
want almost nothing as a guaranteed wage because they 
want the freedom to see how much they can make. Our 
partners believe that if a person is right for the job, then 
we will provide the opportunity to choose the level of 
risk he or she wants.
Work at home
Working at home is important for some of our best staff— 
so we let them do it. In Helena it is really tough to find 
skilled and experienced pension administrators. A couple 
of our best ones moved away, and we asked them to remain 
with the firm. We have employees in seven states, and, in 
five of those states, a lot of them work at home.
There also are staff members who live nearby but work 
from home for only part of the time. I myself love to work 
at home on certain days of the week. I live five minutes 
from my office, but there are fewer distractions there. I get 
a lot of writing done, and I use e-mail and the phone to stay 
in contact with the firm or clients. If I like working at 
home, I know the rest of our employees must love it.
Extended time off
We offer two-month sabbatical opportunities to firm part­
ners. The program has taught us a lesson in succession 
planning because it requires our partners to let go of their 
clients to a certain extent and make sure they are taken 
care of by someone else. This program has been very 
good for us. The partners come back from their sabbati­
cals rejuvenated and fired up.
Understand your doers
Not everyone wants to be a partner. When I entered pub­
lic accounting, it was certainly “up or out”—there was no 
room for people who didn’t want to move up the ladder. 
Our firm has a number of employees who just want to be 
doers—they want 9-to-5 jobs. Our clients love them, and 
if we don’t let them know they’re valued, we won’t keep 
them and will suffer the consequences.
New core competencies
Our firm throws out the stereotypes. The staff that works 
best for us must have attributes that fit what we’re going 
to be doing and what our clients will need in the future. 
For instance, the attributes I look for in HR consultants or 
in people who work in employee benefits are good writ­
ing, speaking and organizational skills and a personality 
that makes a client feel comfortable. We ask ourselves 
certain questions: Is this person poised when dealing 
with all kinds of people? Will this person fit into our firm 
culture? Then, we also make sure he or she has the nec­
essary technical skills.
Mission statements
Every firm needs a mission statement. Whether your firm 
is small or large, a mission statement can really direct 
your efforts. It helps ensure your staff is going in the 
same direction. We also have a statement of our core val­
ues. Ours states how—as a business—we’re going to 
operate. And I advise all of my clients to develop and 
write down their core values so their employees, like­
wise, will be able to live up to them.
YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ISSUES
Here is a look at the top five practice management 
issues over the last three years, according to the annu­
al management of an accounting practice committee 
poll of PCPS members.
1999 (138 participants)
1. Finding and retaining quality staff.
2. Marketing/practice growth.
3. Determining and meeting client needs and 
expectations/delivering high-quality services.
4. Capitalizing on consulting opportunities.
5. Keeping up with technology.
1998 (180 participants)
1. Finding, hiring and retaining quality staff.
2. Keeping up with technology.
3. Capitalizing on consulting opportunities.
4. Marketing.
5. New services development.
1997 (15 MAP committee members)
1. Finding, hiring and retaining quality staff.
2. Identifying and developing niche markets
3. Technology.
4. Responding to change in the profession.
5. Capitalizing on opportunities in consulting.
Call 800-CPA-FIRM (800-272-3476) to participate in 
the 2000 Top Five MAP Issues Poll.
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If another firm doesn’t fit our core value concept—and 
we talk frequently with other firms about mergers—then 
the conversation is over. We have determined in our orga­
nization that our core values are so important to every­
thing we are and everything we do that we just can’t talk 
about being business partners with a firm that doesn’t 
share them. Our core values statement embodies being 
honest with each other and with our clients, having 
integrity, following the highest ethics and standards and 
fostering creativity.
Our core values statement help us 
keep talented staff, because we not 
only foster creativity, but we also 
reinforce our intentions by putting 
them in writing. It also helps us 
find and employ talented, skilled, 
caring and responsible people who 
want to know that their employer 
has a clear mission and core values.
When one of us become aware we 
are not living up to our core val­
ues—which are plastered all over our walls—we call 
each other on it. We do this all the time—it is fundamen­
tal to our work. We want good teamwork in an atmos­
phere of mutual respect; every person in our organization 
is worthy of it and we are all responsible for delivering it. 
Ours is a very flat organization; everybody gets the 
chance to contribute ideas.
Recognition
Recognition, which in part fosters our core values, comes 
in many different forms. During staff meetings we recog­
nize the specific contributions of individual staff 
people—we all really like to be honored in front of our 
colleagues. Written recognition is probably appreciated 
most. Getting a letter from the firm president or from the 
boss or from anybody just saying you did a great job gives 
a big boost to a person’s morale.
At the end of the last fiscal year, our firm president 
ordered a jacket with the firm logo for everyone. He also 
wrote individual thank-you notes to every person in our 
firm—105 people. And they weren’t just a couple of 
words long.
Tangible gifts also do a great deal to boost morale and 
recognize jobs well done. For example, it took me an 
entire weekend to prepare for a management class I pre­
sented to the firm. The class went well and the firm gave 
me a $50 gift certificate to go to a restaurant with my hus­
band. It was a wonderful way to say, Thank you. I was so 
impressed when I received it that I now do it once a 
month for the people I work with. The return on invest­
ment is phenomenal!
Ours is a very flat 
organization; everybody 
gets the chance to 
contribute ideas.
Coaching and developing staff.
Starting a new job is often scary. New staff members who 
have worked in more traditional environments some­
times don’t get our firm culture at all. We provide every­
one new with a mentor, so all new staff members know 
someone is there to reassure them they’re on the right 
track. It’s very important to develop your staff and to 
show that firm managers are really concerned about their 
career goals.
In our firm, every manager is 
responsible for seeing that nonman­
agement staff meet their individual 
production goals, which makes 
managers feel more responsible for 
developing people.
We also involve our staff with 
clients early on. The best part 
about our work is dealing with 
clients; too many times in firms, the 
younger staffers don’t get to meet 
the clients. It’s so rewarding for 
staff to have that chance. For example, we recently 
encouraged two young CPAs to do a client presentation. 
They were so excited about the opportunity they spent a 
lot of their own time working on the presentations.
Know your staff's strengths
Maximize every employee’s strength. If we decide some­
body’s good enough to keep, we need to figure out what 
he or she is really good at and then focus on having that 
person do it. Make certain your staff is doing the things 
they’re great at. If they really aren’t good at practice devel­
opment, or if they really don’t enjoy meeting new people, 
you shouldn’t make them market to potential clients. 
They will not be happy and your firm will suffer.
It also is important to make everyone feel he or she is 
equal to everyone else. “Down with the pyramid” is one 
of our firm objectives. One way to do that is to have office 
parties, which we do on Friday afternoons at 4:30 for half 
an hour or an hour. We celebrate birthdays and work 
anniversaries and use any other excuse to celebrate with 
the staff.
Confront problem performers
Not all the people we hire work out. It is bad for all the 
staff when that happens, so we need to acknowledge it 
and deal with it quickly. We have to find out what that 
employee’s commitments are and why he or she cannot 
meet them. Are there personal or business reasons that 
result in less of a commitment? If there are, we talk to the 
person about how it will affect the firm and his or her 
compensation. Such face-to-face discussion gives us the
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OFFICE-SHARING RISKS AND PARTNERSHIP
BY ESTOPPEL
I
t has been said that perception is reality, and where legal liability is con­
cerned, this is especially true. Although CPAs often consider only their per­
sonal responsibility for incurring liability in their business, the reality is that 
they may be held liable for the actions of other professionals who appear to the 
public to be the CPAs’ partners.
Many CPAs conduct their practices in groups of three or fewer professionals 
working in a common office space. Such units are often organized to conserve 
financial resources as the CPAs establish themselves within the community. 
Utilizing common space allows for further pooling of resources for other finan­
cial outlays such as secretaries, receptionists, phone systems, copy machines or 
other office equipment or services. These professionals may be organized as sole 
proprietors, a partnership, a professional corporation (PC), a professional associa­
tion (PA), a limited liability corporation (LLC), a limited liability partnership (LLP) 
or even an association/joint venture for purposes of securing referral business. 
Whatever the form of organization, the professionals must be aware of their “vic­
arious liability” for the acts of others with whom they are associated or who per­
form professional services on their behalf, even if the CPAs technically are sole 
proprietors.
Particularly troublesome is the PA wherein a group of professionals band togeth­
er to share office space and expenses. Each professional operates as a sole pro­
prietor, yet in sharing space and expenses each appears to clients and third par­
ties as part of a partnership. Such professional associations may have member 
associates with special disciplines and engage in cross-referrals, of which the 
client may or may not be aware. And, from the client’s perspective, the acts of asso­
ciates create an impression that professional services are structured with the 
apparent authority of a partnership. Conflicts of interest, issues of confidentiality 
and confusion can be offshoots of these professional association relationships.
In the recent Massachusetts case of Kansalis Finance Ltd. v. Fem (Mass. 
Lawyers Weekly no. 10-008-96), a client sought to hold a law office, organized as 
a PA, jointly and severally liable for the acts of one association member because 
of that office’s vicarious exposure. The court did not specifically address the issue 
of partnership by “estoppel” or “implied relationships” that created an implied lia­
bility in this case; however, lawyers in the case expressed opinions regarding the 
professional association form of organization and how the client or third parties 
viewed it. The court concluded that, if a client or third party does not fully under-
stand what a PA is and the association members present 
the appearance of acting as a partnership, an argument for 
partnership by estoppel and the resulting vicarious liabili­
ty could be made.
Consider the following aspects of the appearance of pro­
fessional associations that make them look like partner­
ships and thus possibly make them subject to vicarious lia­
bility for the acts of other association members:
© Office door sign reads “Smith & Jones, PA.”
● Letterhead, brochures and business cards are imprint­
ed with “Smith & Jones, PA” (with no explanation of 
what “PA” means).
● Clients meet Smith and Jones who often refer to them­
selves as “partners.”
© Receptionist answers the phone “Smith & Jones.”
© Telephone, fax and e-mail addresses are listed in the 
yellow pages and professional directories under “Smith 
& Jones, PA.”
© Association bills for professional services go out as 
“Smith & Jones, PA” statements and are made payable 
to “Smith & Jones, PA.”
© Association has a “Smith & Jones, PA” bank account for 
office expenses.
© Engagement letters are typed on “Smith & Jones, PA” 
stationery.
© Association signs office and equipment leases as 
“Smith & Jones, PA.”
© Smith and Jones have conflict-of-interest controls or con­
fidentiality policies for associates and shared employees.
Given these kinds of signals, it is not unreasonable for a 
client or third party that relied on the professional services 
rendered by Smith & Jones, PA, to believe that Smith and 
Jones were acting, in fact, as a partnership and were each “vic­
ariously liable” for the acts of the other members of the asso­
ciation and of their common employees in the association.
CPAs can reduce the exposure and arguments support­
ing the “partnership by estoppel” allegations of an aggriev­
ed client or third party by following certain guidelines.
© See that each professional is listed as an individual on 
the office door.
● Use an individual letterhead in correspondence with 
clients and third parties and for engagements. Explain the 
nature and meaning of “PA” whenever the term is used.
© Identify oneself as “associated with,” not “a partner of” 
the other individual(s). Disclose the meaning of the 
association relationship. Create conflicts-of-interest 
controls and confidentiality policies for associates and 
shared employees.
© Have the receptionist answer the phone “Accounting 
offices” or with a telephone number if he or she 
answers both lines.
TAX ADVISER PRIVILEGE OF 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION
B
e careful what you wish for—your wish may come 
true. This bit of ancient wisdom from Aesop, revis­
ited over time by the likes of J.R. Lowell and Oscar 
Wilde, comes to mind as we explore the privilege of confi­
dential communication conferred on tax advisers by 
Congress in the Internal Revenue Restructuring and 
Reform Act of 1998 (the act). Many in the accounting pro­
fession have pushed for such a privilege for many years. 
Now that we have it, what is it and what do we do with it? 
As with all such things, we must examine the law creat­
ing the privilege. Briefly, new IRC section 7525 provides 
that “tax advice” given by a “federally authorized tax prac­
titioner” carries the same privilege as do attorney-client 
communications. The privilege may be used only in certain 
specified situations and circumstances.
While the primary description of the privilege equates it 
to the attorney-client privilege, it is, in reality, not at all like 
the “protections of confidentiality which apply to a com­
munication between a taxpayer and an attorney.” Tax advis­
The Professional Liability Insurance Program Committee objective is to assure the availability of professional liability insurance at reasonable rates for local 
firms and to assist them in controlling risk through education. For information about the AICPA program, call the national administrator, AON Insurance 
Services, at 800-221-3023, write to Aoa at Aoa Insurance Services, 159 East Country Lane Road, Hatboro PA 19040-1218, or visit the AICPA Insurance 
Programs Web site at www.cpai.com.
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® Have separate dedicated phone and fax lines for the 
individual association members.
© Bill and collect individually.
® Have separate bank accounts and segregated bank 
accounts, particularly when depositing client funds.
® Sign leases as individuals.
® Discuss with legal counsel the professional association 
form of organization and the legal liability exposures 
for the firm.
The bottom line is that professional associations must be 
carefully structured and explained, especially to clients 
and third parties, to avoid vicarious liability exposure for 
the acts of member associates. By following risk guide­
lines, firms can enjoy the financial economies which make 
office sharing appealing, without creating excessive risk 
for their practices. ✓
—By David Z. Webster, RPLU, an independent consul­
tant, who administered and underwrote professional lia­
bility programs for 40 years. Webster is a member of the 
Massachusetts and Virginia bars and has written and 
spoken widely on professional liability.
ers should be cautious about making assumptions regard­
ing the protections conferred by this new privilege.
The privilege applies to
© Noncriminal tax matters before the IRS, such as exam­
inations and appeals.
● Noncriminal tax proceedings in federal court brought 
by or against the United States, such as tax deficiency 
litigation in Tax Court, tax refund litigation in a district 
court or litigation in the Court of Claims.
The privilege may apply in U.S. Bankruptcy Court.
The language of the statute suggests the privilege does 
not apply to
© Private civil litigation actions.
● Criminal proceedings.
© Civil tax proceedings where written communications 
relating to “corporate tax shelters” are relevant.
● State tax proceedings.
Because this is not an absolute privilege, CPAs need to 
make clients aware of the limitations of the privilege, 
understanding that it may inhibit total client candor. The 
attorney-client privilege too has its limitations, but it is a far 
broader privilege concerning most communications 
between attorneys and their clients.
The issues which could cause problems in the future are 
many. Some of these are immediately apparent—defining 
who is a tax adviser, for example, or what constitutes tax 
advice. Others become apparent only in application, such 
as waiver of the privilege and conflicts of interest.
What constitutes tax advice?
The statute defines tax advice as advice given by an indi­
vidual with respect to a matter within the scope of the 
individual’s authority to practice—in other words, within 
the scope of a federally authorized tax practitioner’s prac­
tice. Attorneys and CPAs are automatically able to practice 
before the IRS, as are enrolled agents and actuaries by 
application. Such practice includes preparing tax returns, 
representing taxpayers in audits, corresponding with the 
IRS and appearing before the IRS Office of Appeals.
However, if the communication includes other nontax- 
related matters such as business consulting or attestation 
services, clarity is lost and the line between privileged and 
nonprivileged communications will be in dispute.
It is well known that attorneys who enjoy the privilege 
of confidential communication in tax matters usually do 
not enjoy the privilege when it involves business advice. 
Accounting firms, much more so than law firms, provide 
both business and tax advice—and such advice is often 
intermingled. How and where the line should be drawn 
between business advice and tax advice for purposes of 
applying the privilege is simply unknown. More than ever, 
when rendering services to clients, accountants may need 
to isolate their tax services from other services in an 
attempt to afford their clients the protection available to 
them under the 1998 restructuring act with regard to com­
munications on tax matters. It is a new hazard for CPAs 
whose engagements may straddle that line.
On a positive note, the act is likely to limit IRS agents in 
interviewing the tax return preparer, examining his or her 
internal files and memoranda or acting in an intimidating 
manner. Potential problems may arise here, however, if a CPA 
discloses information to which the privilege would have 
otherwise applied but for the disclosure. As with all privi­
lege, it can be waived by disclosure, however unknowing. 
The privilege is for the protection of the taxpayer rather 
than the CPA and is held solely by the taxpayer.
A confusing area of the legislation is its reference to “tax 
advice” as advice given with respect to a matter within the 
scope of practice before the IRS. Treasury Circular 230, 
which defines practice before the IRS, focuses on interaction 
between the tax professional and the IRS, not on communi­
cation between the tax professional and the client. The defi­
nition is hardly helpful in understanding the exact nature of 
tax advice. While it is safe to assume that tax advice to clients 
must be included in the nature of practice before the IRS, it 
is not clear, because of the ambiguities, what this will mean 
on a case-by-case basis.
Conflicts of interest
An obvious example of potential conflict is in the area of 
audited financial statements. What happens when a CPA 
firm audits a client’s financial statements and provides tax 
advice to the same client? Do the requirements of FASB 
statement no. 109 lead to “tax advice” disclosures on finan­
cial statements that could constitute a waiver if made, and 
a conflict if not?
Consider the CPA firm that requires a client to disclose 
tax information in its financial statements at the same 
time the firm serves as a tax adviser. Law firms who find 
themselves in analogous situations typically have to dis­
qualify themselves and possibly withdraw from the entire 
engagement. Accounting firms may find themselves in 
the same position. Disclosure may result in a waiver of 
the privilege.
Some suggest that accounting firms provide pre-engage­
ment disclosures to their clients concerning their dual role 
as tax adviser and auditor and document these disclosures in 
the engagement letter. The client may waive the privilege of 
confidential communication regarding tax advice in order to 
comply with financial statement disclosure requirements. If 
the client does not waive the privilege and does not include 
the financial statement disclosures, the CPA firm is placed in 
the difficult position of having to evaluate the impact of the 
nondisclosure on its audit report.
The CPA firm also may find it prudent to advise clients 
that even inadvertent disclosures made by them to third 
parties such as banks, leasing companies or sureties could 
also result in loss of the privilege.
Waiver
The privilege of confidential communication does not 
apply to state tax issues or state tax proceedings. 
Consequently, the IRS could obtain that information 
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through the back door if state tax litigation becomes a 
matter of public record. Furthermore, the privilege of 
confidential communication does not apply in the public 
audit context or in proceedings before an agency other 
than the IRS—the SEC or the Department of Labor, for 
example. The privilege also appears not to apply to inves­
tigations by a state board or the AICPA. Communications 
between a tax adviser and a client, and documents pre­
pared in connection with the investigation, would not be 
privileged and would be discoverable even by the IRS.
When an accounting firm performs an audit of a 
client’s financial statements, firm personnel may provide 
advice that will affect a position a client is taking regard­
ing federal taxes. These tax positions may be incorporat­
ed into the client’s financial statements. If these state­
ments are put into the public realm through filings with 
the SEC or some other regulatory agency, will the tax 
information become a matter of public record? In order 
to avoid waiving the privilege in a substantial dispute 
over federal taxes, the taxpayer may wish to resolve a 
related state tax dispute first, even if that is likely to be 
successfully litigated.
Criminal proceedings
The new privilege does not apply to criminal proceed­
ings, which include such matters as criminal tax proceed­
ings and money-laundering prosecutions. When, during 
the course of an examination by an IRS agent, it becomes 
apparent to a CPA that the agent is considering the basis 
for a criminal fraud case, the CPA must know that the priv­
ilege of confidential communication is inapplicable. This 
means that all communications with the taxpayer prior to 
the criminal referral probably will be subject to discovery. 
In such a circumstance, the accountant should advise the 
client that their past and continuing communications are 
not privileged and recommend the engagement of legal 
counsel, under whose broader attorney-client privilege 
further communications would be protected.
Burden of proof
Congress also brought about a shift in the burden of proof 
in tax controversies with the 1998 act. Questions arise 
regarding how that might relate to the tax adviser privilege 
of confidential communication. For example, the taxpayer 
must cooperate with the IRS at all stages of the examination 
for the burden of proof to be shifted to the government. If 
the taxpayer incorrectly asserts the privilege of confidential 
communication (which a court subsequently may find inap­
plicable), will that be interpreted as a lack of cooperation by 
the taxpayer? Will that defeat any attempt to shift the burden 
of proof? The answers are unknown.
The existence of the privilege of confidential communi­
cation also may make the IRS more intrusive in its audits 
and investigations, using discovery, third party summons, 
or other legal devices in an attempt to avoid the applica­
tion of the privilege.
Communications with clients about 
the new privilege
CPAs need to be familiar with the protections afforded and 
the limitations embodied in the 1998 act and be able to dis­
cuss these matters with their clients. It is important that 
clients be informed of the existence of the act and that this 
communication be documented in engagement letters. As is 
the case with all such letters, the language used should be 
tailored to the specific situation and should be reviewed by 
the firm’s legal counsel before being used. Possible engage­
ment letter language might read as follows:
The Internal Revenue Restructuring and Reform Act of 
1998 provides a confidentiality privilege covering certain 
tax advice embodied in taxpayer communications with 
federally authorized tax practitioners in certain limited 
situations. These protections are limited in several impor­
tant respects. For example, this privilege does not apply 
to your records, which you are required to keep in sup­
port of your tax return. Additionally, it does not apply to 
state tax issues, state tax proceedings, private civil litiga­
tion proceedings or criminal proceedings. While we will 
cooperate with you with respect to the privilege, assert­
ing the privilege is your responsibility. Inadvertent dis­
closure of otherwise privileged information may result in 
a waiver of the privilege. Please contact us immediately if 
you have any questions or need further information 
about this matter.
Familiarize yourself with the privilege
The IRS has never readily conceded much ground when 
dealing with the attorney-client privilege of confidential 
communication or attorney work product. It is unknown 
how the IRS will deal with the new tax adviser-taxpayer 
privilege of confidential communication. It is a safe 
assumption, however, that the service will work to narrow 
the privilege as it has with the attorney-client privilege. 
With this in mind, CPAs should consider this issue in their 
engagement planning and performance, disclosures to 
clients, document and information control and internal 
firm engagement administration. In other words, be famil­
iar with the privilege and its limitations, incorporate any 
necessary related changes into your client and engage­
ment screening and acceptance procedures and inform 
your clients of the existence of the privilege, preferably in 
the engagement letter. ✓
—By Arthur V. Pearson, Murphy, Pearson, Bradley & 
Feeney, Attorneys at Law, 88 Kearny Street, San 
Francisco, California 94108, and John E. McFadden, 
CPA, CFE, Risk Management Consultant, Accountants 
Professional Liability Group, CNA Pro, CNA Plaza, 36 
South, Chicago, Illinois, 60685.
These articles should not be construed as legal advice or 
a legal opinion on any factual situation. Their contents 
are intended for general information purposes only.





1999 SURVEY OF COMPENSATION PRACTICES 
IN THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIELD
Sponsored by Organization Resources Counselors, Inc., in conjunction 
with the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
THE FIRST ANNUAL ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE (EDI) 
COMPENSATION SURVEY
Survey of six benchmark professional accounting jobs—CPA and non-CPA status
—Entry Level and Senior Staff Accountant —Entry Level Partner
—Supervisor —Managing Partner
—Manager —Highest Level Partner
Survey of 11 compensation-related practices
It's Easy to Input Data
Download, complete and submit the survey through AICPA's Web site at 
www.aicpa.org. Click on "AICPA/ORC Survey" on AICPA's homepage.
What is so different about this survey?
● Market data in a market niche where data is hard to find.
● Participation is limited to small- to medium-size firms.
● Maturity curve data showing average salaries by year of graduation.
● Career level benchmark data for several job families.
● CPA vs. non-CPA comparisons.
● Reports that are specific to each participant’s input:
—Data by location, demography, and firm size for professional CPA and public accounting jobs.
—Composition of compensation pay elements such as profit sharing.
(over)
Who can participate?
© This survey is only for small- to medium-size firms.
● One data submission per firm. More than one of you may have received this invitation, but only one input per firm 
is accepted into the database.
When your report is finished, you will be notified by e-mail with your user name and password to access your 
report. The report will be available only to you at the Web site. All information is secured and confidential! 
Neither AICPA nor any other participant will have access to your raw or uncoded data.
How do I benefit?
● Specifies pay differences between CPAs and non-CPAs.
© Specifies pay practices for various professional specialties.
© Links pay progression to experience levels.
© Reports trends in pay delivery forms.
© Permits data base analysis for special inquiries.
Now, you're asking, Why should I do this?
● It’s quick and easy to download the questionnaire from the Web site to your hard drive! All you need is Windows 
95 or higher.
● Complete the information at your convenience.
© Transmit the completed data file back to us using the internal e-mail facility in the software.
● Your input for next year’s survey will be that much easier as we will send you your previous year’s input. 
You input only that information that has changed.
As the Internet becomes an increasingly prevalent tool for doing business, ORC and AICPA are convinced that 
it will become the survey medium of choice in the very near future. We are committed to giving our clients 
and members 21st century tools and processes now. We believe that Internet access will enable even more 
firms to participate — which means broader, richer information for all firms interested in retaining, attracting 
and motivating their employees.
Wow, this sounds like so much! I'm afraid to ask, What is the cost?
© The standard report costs only $150 for participants ($375 for non-participants).
The timing?
© All data input to the survey must be completed and sent either by the Internet or by e-mail by July 15 with reports 
available by September 1.
Okay, I'm convinced. Where do I go from here?
© Just click on the Web site (www.aicpa.org) and let the instructions lead you through.
© Why don’t you visit the site, download the survey and run through our browse feature so you can see how easy 
it is to use!
If you have any questions, please contact the following individuals:
© Electronic, software or Internet questions — Barry Blackhurst at (514) 695-1651; e-mail at 
bblack@equidata.com
© Survey content, timing, or compensation questions — Mary Cortesi at (212) 719-3400; e-mail at 
mary.cortesi@orcinc.com
TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING UN BYTE!
M
any CPA firms are enjoying the new business 
opportunities and successes that come from 
technology consulting. But, some of these 
opportunities can be a bit overwhelming—somewhat like 
taking a sip of water from a fire hydrant. Although the 
market for high-tech services offered by CPAs is unlimited, 
running a successful technology practice means facing a 
number of challenges.
CPA firms are naturals for technology consulting. 
Nonetheless, many firms are earning little or no profit 
with this service. Here are a few dos and don’ts that may 
help your firm turn technology consulting into a prof­
itable client service.
DOs
Decide on your business strategy. Do you convey to 
your clients that you are in the relationship business, then 
come across like a used computer salesperson? Perhaps it 
is because you are confusing your clients by having more 
than one business strategy. For example, if your firm is 
relationship oriented, it cannot beat the competition on 
price or product quality. In their book, The Discipline of 
Market Leaders, Michael Treacy and Fred Wiersema make 
a strong case for leaders to use one of three strategies:
© Operational excellence. The CPA firm offers low- 
cost services, following the Wal-Mart model.
● Product leadership. The firm offers the best prod­
ucts on the market, following the Sony model.
● Customer intimacy. The firm emphasizes great cus­
tomer/client relations in keeping with what many 
CPA firms currently enjoy.
If customer intimacy is your business strategy, then you 
must let your clients know that although your firm does 
not offer the lowest prices, it will serve more of the their 
needs in a personal, effective manner. A services package 
that fits this strategy can include technology assessments, 
tech plans, RFP design, disaster recovery planning, software 
compliance, accounting and cost system design, financial 
and stakeholder information system design and EDI, secu­
rity and technology utilization studies.
Develop a team approach with consulting-savvy 
leaders. Gary Boomer, of Boomer Consulting, says, “To 
run a successful computer consulting business, you need 
four mindsets: Those of a business consultant, a sales per­
son, a teacher and a computer expert. One person can­
not fulfill all your consulting business needs.” Boomer rec­
ommends you build a team of people with unique abili­
ties. The leadership should come from inside your firm, 
but team members can be either on your payroll or some­
one else’s.
Don’t expect your in-house network administrator to 
head the consulting practice. This is a big mistake. Begin 
your consulting practice with a business consultant who 
has technology knowledge. This individual should devel­
op alliances both inside and outside your firm for specif­
ic technology applications.
Hire staff with integrity. Someone once said, To err 
is human—to really foul things up, you need a computer 
expert. You, the CPA, are the trusted business adviser. 
Computer people sometimes overpromise and don’t 
deliver. So, be very careful when selecting the people 
who work in your computer-consulting department. 
Look for employees who possess fundamental integrity.
By the same token, the CPA must understand and be 
willing to accept the fact that computer hardware and 
software systems are not error free. Therefore, you must 
manage expectations and be prepared for the normal 
debugging process.
Develop standardized processes and systems. Don’t 
try to be an expert at everything. It is best to select a service 
that is in high demand and that can be delivered to most of 
your client base. For example, independent computer 
assessments and helping with technology planning can be 
compared to auditing, accounting and tax planning. They 
are services that can be standardized, render great client 
value, are profitable and help you avoid many of the pit­
falls of hardware and software installation and service.
Be your own business model and invest in training. 
Ron Eagle, managing director of the MCS department of 
George S. Olive, says, “A firm that promotes the effective 
use of technology must itself use the technology.” If your 
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chance to talk about other ways that person can best fit 
in our firm. This beats losing a talented employee who 
decides to quit because, for example, he or she can’t com­
mit 2,000 or 3,000 hours to the firm this year.
We also need to train management; we often neglect 
management training for ourselves. Many of us got to be 
owners or managers in firms because we were really good 
at doing tax returns or audits. Such accomplishments may 
have helped us climb the ladder then, but it doesn’t auto­
matically give us the skills to be the best managers or men­
tors. The better managers we are, the better luck we will 
have in attracting and keeping good staff.
— Adapted from a speech by Ellen J. Feaver, CPA, a 
partner of Anderson ZurMuehlen & Co., in Helena, 
Montana. She currently is a member of the PCPS execu­
tive committee and is a former member of the AICPA 
board of directors. Phone: 406-442-1040; e-mail: 
ejf@azworld. com.
partners and staff members are not proficient in technol­
ogy, you will not have credibility with your clients. You 
should develop a strategic alliance with another firm that 
does use those systems you recommend. Training is cru­
cial in ensuring that your staff is up to date.
Focus on progress, not perfection. Computer 
experts agree that the perfect system has yet to be invent­
ed. If you wait for all the bugs to be worked out before 
you attempt to make progress, you will fall behind. Gary 
Boomer coined the phrase, “Let’s focus on progress, not 
perfection.” CPAs need to heed this savvy rule.
DON'Ts
Don’t select an incongruent strategy. You must operate 
to help your clients succeed. If, as a result of your clients’ 
successes, you profit, you have the right formula for long­
term success. If, however, your primary motive is profit, you 
may be attracted to a business strategy that will pull and tug 
at the very fabric of your firm.
Don’t try to attract too many different types of clients, and 
avoid one-time engagements. Try to develop good commu­
nication and trust among your partners and your technolo­
gy consultants.
Don’t bill by the hour. Focus on the value your client is 
receiving from your services and you will be able to deliv­
er higher value for the client and more profit for your firm. 
CPA firms that bill technology services by the hour must 
log hours to be profitable. Those that focus on value-billing 
will produce value for both the client and themselves. Ron 
Baker, CPA and consultant, says, “When CPAs focus on 
effort rather than value, both the client and the CPA will 
lose. Technology consulting offers CPAs a tremendous 
opportunity to add value. Why ignore that opportunity by 
focusing on effort?”
Don’t forget to manage the consulting process. 
Technology consulting requires a unique management 
style. Good technology consultants command premium 
salaries and they do not log the same number of hours as 
traditional partners. Combine training expenses, high 
salaries and low hours, and you will need premium billing 
rates. Firm managers also must pay close attention to 
downtime and cost overruns.
Don’t become the low-margin sales force for a 
high-margin manufacturer. Some of the VAR contracts 
offered CPAs are downright laughable. Manufacturers may 
have a 90% profit margin on the sale of a new software 
package. You may be the one who has to explain to your 
client why it costs $5,000 to install and customize a $600 
software package. In addition, many of the manufacturers 
charge you premium prices to attend training to become 
certified to sell their products: Don’t represent manufactur­
ers and software developers who use your client relation- 
continued on page 8
AICPA CONFERENCE CALENDAR
Assurance Services
July 15-16—Royal York, Toronto, Canada 
Recommended CPE credit: 16 hours
Lean about new assurance services including e-com­
merce, CPA WebTrust, elder care, performance mea­
sures, systems reliability and risk assessment.
Healthcare Industry
July 19-20—Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, NV 
Recommended CPE credit: 16 hours 
Focus on the most important accounting, auditing, legal 
and tax issues affecting the healthcare industry, including 
managed care and integrated delivery systems.
Advanced Estate Planning
July 21-23—Adam’s Mark, Denver, CO 
Recommended CPE credit: 27 hours 
Three days of high-quality instruction on estate, gift and 
inheritance planning. Hear about protecting family 
assets, providing for children, creating trusts, making gifts, 
generation skipping, retirement and succession planning.
Accounting and Auditing Advanced Technical Symposium 
July 22—23—Caesars Palace, Las Vegas, NV 
Recommended CPE credit: 16 hours
Hear from top speakers from FASB and AICPA technical 
committees on the latest A&A developments and compli­
ance information, including the latest from EITF, AcSEC 
and TIC.
New! Doing Business in Asia
July 22-23—The Palace Hotel, San Francisco, CA 
Recommended CPE credit: 16 hours
This new conference is designed to help you operate 
in a global economy. Discover the skills, strategies, 
techniques and critical information to help you do 
business overseas.
Governmental Accounting and Auditing Update 
August 2-3—JW Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 
Recommended CPE credit: 16 hours
Public practitioners with clients in the federal, state 
and local government sectors will receive the latest 
instruction on governmental accounting and auditing 
developments.
Fraud
September 13-14—JW Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 
Recommended CPE credit: 16 hours
This conference is for auditors, consultants and other pro­
fessionals who want to know more about identifying, 
detecting, preventing and reporting on fraud.
To register or for more information, contact AICPA 
conference registration at 888-777-7077.
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□ Bill Directly (AICPA members only)
□ VISA □ Discover
Michael J. Ramos, CPA, a consul­
tant and writer since 1991, was for­
merly an audit senior manager with 
KPMG Peat Marwick. He is the 
author of numerous publications and 
training courses on auditing and 
accounting matters including 
Auditing Estimates and Other Soft 
Accounting Information, and a soon 
to be published book Make Audits 
Pay: Leveraging the Audit Practice 
Into Consulting Revenues both from 
the AICPA.
AICPA Membership No.
Credit Card No. Exp. Date
List Price
$45.00




Last Name First Name Ml
Qty:(Product No. 006701FE)
Firm
Street Address (Please provide a street address. UPS cannot deliver to a PO Box.)
City State Zip Code
Subtotal $_____________




CHOOSE FROM 3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER:
Call toll free: 1-888-777-7077
Mail the completed order form to:
AICPA Order Dept.
P.O. Box 2209
Jersey City, NJ 07303-2209
Fax toll free 24 hours a day: 1-800-362-5066
SHIPPING AND HANDLING:
AMOUNT FEES
$25.01 - $50.00 $6.00
$50.01 - $160.00 $7.25
Over $160.00 4.5% of order
Sales Tax: New York City: 8.25%, elsewhere in New York State: 
4% plus local tax, if applicable. In New Jersey and Connecticut: 
6%; Washington D.C.: 5.75%; Vermont: 5%; Texas: 6.25%-8.25% 
depending on locality; in Nebraska, add 4.5%-6% depending on 
locality. New Jersey residents do not pay sales tax on shipping 
and handling.
3512-051
Special offer for Practicing CPA Readers 
Save 20% on this popular practice aid!
Preparing and Reporting on Cash- 
and Tax-Basis Financial Statements
Michael J. Ramos, CPA
A Publication from the AICPA Practice Aid Series
TABLE OF 
CONTENTS
Discussion of Preparation 
and Reporting Issues
• Chapter 1: Introduction to 
Cash- and Tax-Basis 
Financial Statements 
What they are, why they 
are issued and how to 
determine what type of 
statement to issue.





• Chapter 3: Presentation 
and Disclosure Guidelines
• Chapter 4: Reporting 
Considerations
Annotated Examples
• Chapter 5: Example 
Financial Statements
• Chapter 6: Example 
Disclosures
• Chapter 7: Example 
Report Modifications
OCBOA Financial Statement 
Disclosure Checklist
Financial statements prepared on 
the cash- or tax-basis of accounting 
provide a viable alternative to 
GAAP-basis financial statements. 
Cash- and tax-basis financial state­
ments offer benefits to the preparers 
and users alike, by offering a more 
cost-effective and user-friendly way 
to prepare these statements.
However, there has been little author­
itative guidance available that explic­
itly addresses the preparation of and 
reporting on cash- and tax-basis 
financial statements. Until now.
Preparing and Reporting on Cash- and Tax-Basis Financial 
Statements has been developed to give the users some suggestions 
and insights to frequently encountered issues when preparing these 
types of financial statements. This edition is divided into two sec­
tions. Part one — provides practical guidance on preparing and 
reporting on financial statements using this basis of accounting. Part 
two — includes example financial statements, disclosures and other 
engagement practice aids. The appendix includes an example of 
other comprehensive basis of accounting (OCBOA) financial state­
ment disclosure checklist.
Recently, the ASB issued an interpretation to the auditing literature in 
an attempt to clarify the guidance on cash- and tax-basis financial 
statements. The issuance of this interpretation, together with the 
issuance of several new accounting standards, most notably SOP 94-6 
on Risks and Uncertainties, gave rise to an expanded edition of this 
practical aid. Review the table of contents and you will see how the 
accounting standards and other information have changed this type 
of financial reporting. Order your copy today and save!




1-888-777-7077 1-800-362-5066 Just fill out the 
order form on 
the other side.
PCPS
Discount on SAS field guide
This quick reference guide to all of the authoritative 
requirements in the Statements on Auditing Standards is 
portable and small enough to be carried in your briefcase 
or pocket. The field guide includes every core SAS per­
formance and reporting requirement in plain English. 
The guide also
● Covers all of the SASs one by one.
● Is written by SAS experts Dan Guy, CPA, PhD, and D.R. 
Carmichael, CPA, PhD.
● Is organized in the way practitioners actually use the 
standards.
© Is updated annually.
The field guide is available to PCPS members for 
$14.90—35% off the regular price. To order the 1999 
field guide, call 1-800-272-3476 (CPA-FIRM) today.
October staffing forum
Staffing is the number one management concern for CPA 
firms. That’s why the AICPA/PCPS is organizing a special 
conference to help firms deal with hiring and retaining 
high-quality personnel. The PCPS management of an 
accounting practice (MAP) committee’s staffing forum 
will be held October 24-26 in Las Vegas to help CPAs 
solve this nationwide problem.
The conference is being prepared by a special MAP 
committee task force and will bring the profession’s most 
innovative thinkers together to deliver recruitment and 
retention advice.
PCPS members save. PCPS members can save $100 
on the conference and pay only $695 (AICPA members 
pay $795). There also will be an optional Sunday session 
free to PCPS members on developing firm culture.
Mark your calendars! For more information on confer­
ence registration, call 800-CPA-FIRM. PCPS members will 
receive registration brochures this summer.
MAP large firm network holds successful 
meeting in Phoenix
In early May, the MAP large firm network met in Phoenix 
to discuss practice management issues. Participating 
firms heard presentations from Ron Baker of Baker and 
Barnett, author of The Professional’s Guide to Value 
Pricing, on how and why CPA firms can shift from billing 
clients by the hour to placing a value on specific services. 
Phyllis Bernstein, AICPA director of personal financial
continued on page 8
BizSites
Useful Web sites for the 
practicing CPA
Going to Auction for Clients
It is likely that you have heard of eBay, the Web-based 
auction site. There are plenty of other Web sites for 
person-to-person and business-to-business transac­
tions, including one that allows companies to bid for 
CPA services, such as reviews and compilations. Here 
are some auction Web sites you should know about.
www.cpaauction.com
This Web site offers a brand-new concept in practice 
development. Of course, it is too new to be proven 
successful, but it is worth a visit.
A CPA first must register the firm name, partner 
name, CPA and state license numbers, liability insur­
ance data and specific contact information. 
Companies that register must include their last three 
years of audit fees and revenues.
The CPA then reviews the company database, select­
ing companies he or she is interested in as clients. 
Once a company is selected, the CPA submits a bid 
that represents a fee for performing an audit or other 
service for that company. The bid must be submitted 
before the company’s deadline. CPA Auction.com pro­
vides all the bid results to the company, which has the 
right to accept or reject the bids. The company noti­
fies CPA Auction.com which CPA firm it chooses to 
hire and CPA Auction.com informs all bidders of the 
outcome.
www.comauction.com
If your interests lie in commercial and other business- 
related auctions, you can choose from categories rang­
ing from services, such as financial and information 
management services, to finished goods, such as con­
struction, real estate, transportation and utilities.
www.auctionwatch.com
Arguably the best source for all auction-related Web 
sites, this list of more than 300 offers both general and 
specialty links from antiques to wine in a concise and 
easy-to-navigate layout. Link to popular auction sites, 
such as amazon.com, eBay and Yahoo auctions, as well 
as specialized sites like Andy’s Auctions, Antiquemalls 
and Armenie HyeBiz, a Web site for Armenian products 
and commerce.
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continued from page 6 
ship simply to gain access to your client base. Rather than 
selling software, focus on technology services, such as 
planning, customizing and disaster recovery. Enhance your 
position with your client and avoid being the complaint 
department for the developer.
Don't try to meet all client needs yourself. You are a 
trusted resource for your clients. You can build further on 
that trust when you refer some aspects of your clients’ 
needs to those with more expertise in a certain area.
Don't develop a “box sales" mentality. Dealers 
count success by the number and profit margin on the 
hardware and software boxes sold. Most accounting firms 
are boutiques, not superstores. Boutiques customize 
applications and sell service, not boxes. If you allow your­
self to count success by the number of installations, rather 
than the quality of the installation, the “box mentality” will 
lead to lost profits.
—By Troy Waugh, CPA, MBA, president and CEO of 
Waugh & Co. in Brentwood, Tennessee, a marketing con­
sulting and training firm that serves the accounting pro­
fession. Phone: 800-231-2524; e-mail: mail@waughco.com; 
Web site: www.waughco.com.
continued from page 7
planning, provided participants with helpful guidance on 
setting up an investment advisory practice.
The MAP large firm network includes firms with 
between 25 and 49 AICPA members and meets twice 
annually. The meetings provide members of the network 
with great opportunities to meet with peers to under­
stand better how other similar-size firms deal with prac­
tice management issues.
If you think your firm should be a part of this informa­
tive network of firms, contact Dave Handrich, senior tech­
nical manager of PCPS/MAP, at 800-CPA-FIRM, or contact 
by e-mail at dhandrich@aicpa.org.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Practicing CPA encourages its readers to write let­
ters on practice management issues and on published 
articles. Please remember to include your name and 
your telephone and fax numbers. Send your letters by 
e-mail to pcpa@aicpa.org.
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